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Would a loving God eternally punish people who donâ€™t believe the right things? Or, as author Jim

Wormington puts it, "If light is the only color in your divine box of Crayons, how can the picture you

draw be so full of darkness?"Wormingtonâ€™s memoir, â€œRob Bell Saved Me From Hell,â€• is the

chronicle of his spiritual evolution: from rigid, oppressive Fundamentalism to expansive, liberating

Universalism. It will encourage you to smile and challenge you to think.Is it possible to â€œget the

hellâ€• out of your religion without losing your faith? Could it be that Godâ€™s love and compassion

are greater than you ever imagined?Maybe you can be â€œsaved from hellâ€• too (with a little help

from Rob Bell).
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Although this book makes no attempt to lay a theological defence for universalism, the author

shares his (and many of our own) very real struggles with humanity's final destination. I really

appreciated his writing style and complete honesty in his story. I found it compelling and reassuring



to know that others out there have the same questions of traditional Christian theology. I can highly

recommend this book.

I LOVED Jim Wormington's book! I was so disappointed when it ended because I wanted it to go on

and on and on... The author speaks in a voice we can easily identify with. I mean, who hasn't been

burned by religion? By the inherited beliefs of a twisted system that seeks to keep us in bondage? I

am so happy the author found his freedom and is now able to share his inspiring message with

others to help set them free as well. I read this book in one sitting. It's unputdownable. I highly

recommend it.

As a pastor in the United Church of Christ, I found this book to "Hit the nail on the head." Any

person who believes in a loving God would not worship a God who supposedly sends billions of

people to Hell because they do not believe in Jesus as God's only son and humanity's savior.

Mr. Worthington hones his journey toward finding 'his' faith in this interesting as well as hopeful

book. Anyone who has ever questioned their own beliefs and has tried to choose from the

kaleidoscope of doctrines from which to select a the 'righteous way' will find this an interesting and

perhaps enlightening read.@Brutal honesty and intelligent writing shows the reader one man's

journey to peace, love, and a resurrection of a belief system to replace one nearly dead. A good

read for all humanity, regardless of their beliefs.

In the book, Rob Bell Saved Me From Hell: My Road to Universalism, (2015) Jim Wormington uses

humor, turn of phrase, outrageous propositions and powerfully logical, sensible and skeptical

questions to help us reconsider the excess meanings of the Christian message. While very short

and whimsical, this is an insightful piece that can help us sharpen our thinking and be more critical

about the bland propositions that are included in the Christian message. He has a great talent for

taking on deadly serious and complicated issues in a seemingly folksy kind of style. His insights are

marvelous and his use of questions quite powerful.
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